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Presenter Resources

Books

GN487 .C85 2000 (Available at Davis Library.)

HS2275 .C53 1989. (Available at Davis Library.)

E185.86 .C5898 2015 (Available at Davis Library.)

LJ51 .J66 2004 c. 2 (Available at the Stone Center Library and online.)

LJ31 .L43 (Available at Davis Library.)

E185.93.D6 L5 2003 (Available at Davis Library and the Stone Center Library.)

E185.86 .S697 1975 (Available at Davis Library.)


**Articles**


**Stone Center Library Resources**


Other UNC-CH Library Resources

Adair, Daryl (ed). *Sport, Race, and Ethnicity: Narratives of Difference and Diversity*. Fitness Information Technology, 2011. GV706.32 .S66 2011 (Available at Davis Library.)


*This bibliography prepared by Tracie Canada and the Stone Center Library staff.*